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&mxq13w GYROSCOPIC MOMENTS1 .

By G. Bock

When flying in a turn or pulling out of a dive, the .airscyewexerts
a ~oscopic moment on the aircraft, In the case of airscrews with
three or more blades, arranged symmetrically, the value of the gyroscopic
moment is Jx w ~, (reference 1) where ~Jx denotes the axial moment
of inertia about the axis of rotation of the airscrew, ~ the angular
upeed of the air~crew about its exis, and OY the rotary speed of the
whole aircraft about an axis parallel to the plane of the airscrew (e.g.,
when pulling up, the transverse axis of the aircraft). The gyroscopic
moment then tends to rotate the airc~%ft about an axis perpendicular to
those of the two angular speeds and, in the came of airscrews with three
or more blades, is constant during a revolution of the airscrew. With
two-bladed airscrews, on the contrary, although the calculate gyroscopic .
moment represents the mean value in time, it fluctuates about this value
with a frequency equal to twice the revolutions per minute (reference 2).
In addition, pulsating moments likewise occur about the other two axes.
This fact is known from the theory of the asymmetrical gyro (reference 3);
the calculations that have been carried out for the determination of the
various gyroscopic moments, however, mostly require an exact knowledge of
the gyro theory. The problem will therefore be approached in another
manner based on quite elementary considerations.

The considerations are of
the gyroscopic moments exerted
but also with the stressing of
number of blades,

The procedure devised for
moments, the axes of which are

importance, not only in connection with
by the two-bladed airscrew on the aircraft,
the blades of airscrews with an arbitrary

the calculation of the two ~roscopic.
perpendicular to the exis of the prirnecry

rotation ~, io as follows: Consider an element of mass of the screw and
calculate its speed in the x-direction due to the two angular speeds ~

,and my (fig.]).By differentiation of the speed t~3.threspect to time
there is obtained the acceleration and thence the inertial re~istance of
the element of’mass. This inertial’resis’tance may be looked upon as &n
external load, and thus”is found the stressesproduced in the blades “and
also the gyroscopic moments themselves.
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To simplify the calculation, assume that the elements of mass of the
airscrew are combined along the mia of gravity of the blade~ and that
this axis is rectilinear, This assumption holds with sufficient accuracy
for airscrews in general use at the yresent time.

The plane of rotation of the airscrew at the beginning of the calcu-
lation is assumed as being turned by the angle x out of the Y-Z plane .
about the y-sxis. After calculation of the accelerations the angle x is
again assumed as equal to zero. The airscrew blade is assumed as being
turned by the angle q) i.nthe plane of rotation. The element of mms of
the
the
by

due

screw under consideration ii situated at a distance of radius r from
center O. The angular syeed in the plane o??the aireciew is denoted
u; it appears first in place of ux.

Consider first the velocities and accelerations in the x-direc-tion
to the rotations u and my.

Differentiation

dvx

Vx

of

= r cos q COf3,~CDJr- r sin q 5“inX w

this equation gives:

dy)
-—— =bx= .~ Cos c+lSiti UY5 -1’sin (pcos’:~0
dt dt Y ‘d%

dx dq
-r sin q coSX~~ -r cos cpsinX.o>-dTh-

at

If X=O, thtismaking the plane of rckation coincido with the y-z plane,
there is obtained

12X= -2 r sin (pc.)xcoy

This acceleration gives rise to an inertial,resistance which correspond.~
to an external loading dpx of the blade in the x-diroct;ion.

dpx =bx&=2 rsinq~. oydm (1)

The bending moment Mb due to this load, which tends to lx?ndthe
blade forward, that is, in the ssme direction as the thn:wt, for the
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radius rl, then acquires the value:
L.- ,.,.,.

R

Mb = r, d.px (r-rl) =2 ~ ~ (Jrl-rl Sl~l)sin q (2) ““

,. I?$;,
I Here Jrl =

-r
3?2dm l?is the moment of inertia andSrl. = i

‘J

q

rdm the static moment of the outer portion of the
cross section under con~~deration relalxiveto the

In addition to the bending moment due to the

“J
. r~

blade as far m the
axis of rotation.

thrust there is thue a
pulsat~ng bending moment due t~ the gyrosco’picforces, the frequency of
wtiichis equal to the angular epeed ai.x.To obtain an idea of its magni-
tude, take an example. For an engine devoluping 1000 horsepower with 1s00
rpm at &-kilometer altitude, the thrust of the airscrew at a flight speed
of J+OOkilometers per hour is about 500 kilo~rams. ‘Themetal akxwcrew has
three blades and is 4 meters in diameter. The bending moment, due to the
thrust, to which a Ilade cross section at a distsmce of 0.25 meter from the
hub is sub~ected, is then about 2-00meters per kilogram, Ass”umin& now,
that the aeroplane flying at this ~need is pulled.up with an acceleration of
68, ana.ngulsr speed ~ = 0.53 sec~i~w’educed. Vi”bh +1value JIT1-KL fiz.l

= 2.0 meters per kilogram per second sq.uare$a bending moment of a~~ou’~300
meters per kilop~em due to the gyroscopic forces will result, which 5.D
thus 150 percent of the bending moment due to the thrust and, as opposed
to the latter, gives rise to an alternating stresfl. Pass on to the gyro-
scopic momont of the whole airscrew. Con~ider the moment about the z-axis,
and the effect of a blade with (anangle of rotation q (fig. 1).’ By using
equa~ion (1) there is obtained

where J~ = 7-’
D- . ./

r~ dm 2s the moment .of..inertiiaof a blade relative

o’

to the x-sXis. .Thismay also be written:

■mm- —ml —-llmll Ill III IIImIIII I Illnmallmmlllmll lmllllll-wll
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For the
posed of the

or

two-bladed airscrew, therefore, the gyroscopic moment com-
effect of the two blades is:

r 1Mz=cDxU)yJ~ 1-cos29+1-cos2 (C.+ti)i
L -,

(L,)Mz = m~ UYJX (1 - COti29)

Where Jx = 2 ,J~ is the axial moment of inertia of the whole

screw, relative to the x-axis.

The gyroscopic”moment of ~he two-bladed screw thus fluctuates about
a.mean value of the quantity with the period of twice the rev.-UlxWIJX
olutions per minute; its minimum va ue of zero is attained wit,hthe blades
in the perpendicular position and its mxcimum which is equal to twice the
mean value, with the blades in the horizontal position.

As may be easily seen, for airscrews with three or more blades
arranged symmetrically, as is the tlsualpractice, the term cos 2 q!
in equation (4) is ruled out, and the ~.roscopic moment has the known
constant value of u ~ Jx.

The ~yroscopic moment about the
s~derati’onfrom equation (l). For a

‘Y =~uy

y-axis is obtained hy appropriate con-
two-bladed screw:

Jx Bin 2 q (5)

The gy~oscopic moment of the two-bladed screw about the y-axis thus
pulec,tes by the same amount and at the same frequency as the gyroscopic
moment about the z-axis; its me~n value, however, is zero. Its maximum
values, which occur with the 45 positions of the screw, are equal to the
mean value of the gyro~copic momont about the z-axis. Ih the case of air-
screws with three or more blades, the gyroscopic moment about the y-axis
becomes zero.

The course of the gyroscopic moments about the z- amd y-axes is
plotted in figure 2 against the angle of ro-ta.tion.cp.The blade positions
are shown by the sketch.

For a 400 horsepower engine running at 18OO rpm d-rivinga two-bladed
metal airscrew cf 2.8-meter’ di~eter with an axial moment of inertia
Jx = 1.2’meters per kilogrem per second square assuming an angular speed

‘Y
= 0.53 sec-~ (which was aleo taken as a basis earlier), the amylitude

.
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% w ,Jx of the ~roscopic moments is 120 meters per kilogram

Owing to the rotation about the y-axis (fi&.,1), centrifugal forces
are also produced in the blade; at an element of mass d m situated at
a distance r from the center, its value is

:dZ=o~2rcosqdrn

As a result, in a cross section at radius rl there isproduced,
first, an additional centrifugal force in the direction of the blade which
is of the value:

R

I

92
dZcosq .—(l+cos2cp)L>1

2
“r~

and is supplementary to the centrifugal force due to the angular speed
L’x, and secondly, a bending moment in the plane of rotat?Lonof the value

R

I

Q
Mbx = -

“.)

1

The notations here

dZ

are

(Dyz

rsincp=_& (Jrl- r. Elrl) sin 2 q
2

the same as in equation (2).

(6)

Correspondhgly, for the two-bladed airscrew a pulsating gyroscopic
moment about the x-&is of the value

Mx=-

is produced.

Compared with the airscrew
cases very small. For example,

torque this ~qyroscopic
for-the hOO-horsepower

above under the same conditions, as those according to

(7)

moment 3-sin most
engine referred to
figure 2, the ampli-

tu~e%fJx of the gyroscopic moment is 0,.1’j$meter kilogrem; whereas
n

the e~ine torque, with reference to the airscrew shaft, is 16o meters per
kilogram.

I a.. . . . . . ..-.— -
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In the case of the airscrew with three or more blades, no Gyroscopic
moment about the x-axis appears.

Summing up, it may therefore be said that:

With a rotation of the whole airplane, as a result of ine~tia forces,
additional pulsating bending moments of the air~crew blades are pvcd.peed.
The bending moment perpendicular to the plane of rotation (equation (2))
is of the frequency of ‘therevolutions per minute and.may attain the value
of the bending moment due to the thrust. The bending moment in the plane
of rotation (equation (6)) has a frequency of twice the revolutions ,per
minute and compared with that due to the airscrew torque is negligibly
small.

Of the groscopic moments actina on the aircraft, the moment about
the axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation has a mean value in time of
~CJX Jx; in the case of the two-bladed screw the gyroscoOic moment pul-

sates about this mean value between zero and twica this value, at a
frequency equal to twice the revolutions per minute (equation(4)), in the
case of a screw with three or more blades the ~roscopic moment is constant,
Furtherj in the case of the two.bladed airscrew a ~yroacupic moment is pro-
duced about the axis of the secondary rotation ~, which pulsates with the
same amplitude and frequency as that given previously, but hafla mean, value
of zero (equation (5)),and a gyroscopic moment about the axis of the pri-
mary rotation (equation (7)), which, however, in most cases is negli@bly
small in comparison with the other moments. In the case of airscrews with
three or more blades, ~groscopic moments about the two axes ol?rotation are
absent.

Translation hy M. Flint.
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Figure 1.- The motian of the airscrew in a curvilinear
flight path.

Gyroscopic

inomern%
M=/cl&wy.~

and
~A”%y’4.

Figure 2.- The gyroscopic moments M and M of the tWO

f ? of a-dive.,— bladedairscrew whenpul ing ou
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